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Abstract—The increasing number of wireless communication 

applications has led to spectrum scarcity problems. On the other 

hand, the current system in allocating the spectrum frequency is 

inefficient. To mitigate this issue, a cognitive radio (CR) system is 

proposed. CR is a smart radio that is able to sense the environment, 

locate the spectrum holes, and adapt its transmission parameter 

to exploit the existing spectrum holes. This underlines the 

importance of the spectrum sensing module to enable the 

operation of the CR system. The objective of the spectrum sensing 

module is to achieve the best utility from the available spectrum 

frequency. CR system is implemented in the unlicensed secondary 

users allowed to rent the spectrum currently not used by primary 

users (PU). In this paper, energy-detection-based spectrum 

sensing is implemented on the GNU Radio platform. We first 

implement the power spectral density (PSD) estimation method 

based on the periodogram by exploiting the Embedded Python 

block facility on the GNU Radio. Next, we implement the spectrum 

sensing decision module in the GNU Radio, which compares the 

PSD estimate of the PU signals corrupted by noise with a threshold. 

The PU signal is simulated as a bandpass random process 

occupying a particular frequency band. The spectrum sensing 

decision module is developed to allow the computation of the 

probability of detection (PD) and the probability of false alarm 

(PFA), which is performed by exploiting the Embedded Python 

block. One indicator to evaluate the performance of the spectrum 

sensing module is the receiver operating characteristic curve 

based on the computed PD and PFA on the GNU Radio. We 

evaluate the performance of the spectrum sensing for different 

SNRs and thresholds. The result shows that the energy-detection-

based spectrum sensing is able to locate the existence of the PU 

when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high. 

 

Keywords—Cognitive Radio, Energy Detection, GNU Radio, 

Spectrum Sensing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of wireless communication technology has 
been followed by the emergence of newer wireless applications. 
While two decades ago, wireless communication facilities were 
used to mainly support voice communication, they are currently 
employed to provide any possible form of multimedia 
communication. It has placed a much greater demand for a 
higher transmission rate as well as a better quality of service [1]. 
Since, in wireless communication systems, electromagnetic 
waves are transmitted using unguided media, the frequency 

spectra become extremely essential resources as one must 
ensure that the same frequency band is not allocated to different 
sources of signal without a clear regulation so that interference 
between signals can be avoided. It is obvious that the wider the 
frequency band, the larger the amount of data that can be 
transmitted within a certain duration of time. Unfortunately, the 
availability of frequency spectra is naturally limited [1]. This 
fact combined with the introduction of a large number of new 
wireless applications in the recent decade has led to a spectrum 
scarcity problem. The spectrum scarcity problem can be 
mitigated by optimizing the utility of the existing frequency 
spectrum. However, when the optimization is not carefully 
conducted, interference between signals from different users 
might occur leading to errors in the transmitted data and poor 
communication quality. 

The conventional spectrum management policy and 

strategies are regulated by the government [2]. In general, 

frequency spectrum is allocated by the government only to 

licensed users. Unfortunately, the licensed frequency spectrum 

might not always be used efficiently. The Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) reports indicated that the 

frequency spectrum utility ranges from 15% to 85%  [3]. It 

implies that the current allocation of the frequency spectrum 

has led to inefficient and sporadic spectrum utilization [1], [4]. 

On the other hand, most of the frequency spectrum has been 

allocated, leading to difficulties in providing spectrum 

resources for new wireless services [5]. To overcome this 

spectrum scarcity problem, it is necessary to invent a new 

technique that is able to manage the allocation of spectrum 

resources efficiently [1], [6]. In other words, innovative 

approaches that can solve the spectrum scarcity problem are 

demanded. 

In recent years, cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed as 

one possible solution for the spectrum scarcity problem. 

According to [7], a CR system is an intelligent radio 

communication system having the capability to alter its 

transmitter parameters based on its interactions with the 

surrounding environment. Extensive research has been 

conducted on CR and it covers a wide range of topics such as 

spectrum management [8], spectrum decision [9], CR-based 

internet of thing system [10], and spectrum sensing. In CR 

networks, the existing radio spectrum users are classified into 

primary users (PUs) or licensed users (LUs) and secondary 

users (SUs). A PU is a user that is granted a license by the 

government to occupy a particular frequency band as well as to 

transmit its signals in that band. Meanwhile, SU is a user that 

does not possess a license for any frequency band but is allowed 

to use the frequency spectrum possessed by the PUs when they 

are inactive [11]. In other words, the interference between the 

PUs and SUs transmitted signals should be minimal [2].  To 

help the SUs decide the existence of the PUs at particular 
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frequency bands, a spectrum sensing mechanism is required 

[12], [13]. 

Spectrum sensing techniques allow the unlicensed SUs to 

identify spectrum holes, which can be unlicensed spectra as 

well as licensed spectra that are currently not occupied by the 

PU possessing the license [9]. The existence of spectrum 

sensing techniques prevents the SU from transmitting signals in 

the frequency bands where the PUs are currently active. Some 

popular spectrum sensing methods include matched filter 

detection [14], cyclostationary feature detection [15], and 

energy detection [16]. Energy detection is the most popular 

approach because of its simplicity [17], [18]. The energy 

detection approach generally does not require any information 

about PU parameters though it still requires information related 

to the noise. Hence, energy detection is classified as a semi-

blind method [19]. Consequently, the energy detection 

approach has a low complexity level. In the energy detection 

approach, the decision on the existence of a PU in a particular 

frequency band is obtained by comparing the energy of the 

received signal in that band with a threshold. 

Since the development of CR systems can be very complex, 

the existence of a platform that can simulate important aspects 

of the CR system before CR systems are designed and 

developed can be very beneficial. In this paper, the energy-

detection-based spectrum sensing approach for CR applications 

was simulated using the GNU Radio open-source program. 

GNU Radio allows a signal processing block to be simulated 

on a software-defined radio [20]. GNU Radio can simulate a 

radio system before the hardware implementation. If it is 

required, GNU Radio can also be used together with 

inexpensive external hardware to implement a radio system. 

GNU Radio has a large number of signal processing block 

library that can be used to perform specific functions [4]. GNU 

Radio also provided facility to design a functional block, which 

was a spectrum sensing block in this research’s case, by 

employing the existing signal processing block library. 

Several researches have evaluated the energy-detection-

based spectrum sensing approach simulated using a GNU 

Radio [16], [18], [20], [21]. In this paper, a spectrum sensing 

decision block that compares the energy of a signal and the 

threshold was built. In addition, blocks whose function is to 

calculate the probability of detection (PD) and the probability 

of false alarm (PFA) were also built. The resulting receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curve produced by collecting 

the calculated PD and PFA was presented using MATLAB. 

II. COGNITIVE RADIO AND SPECTRUM SENSING 

It is well-known that the data transmission rate is 

proportional to the transmission bandwidth. However, the 

demand for a higher transmission rate in wireless 

communication systems might conflict with the 

aforementioned spectrum scarcity problem, which is caused by 

inadequate spectrum allocation techniques [12]. The 

conventional spectrum allocation approach, which allows LUs 

or PUs to occupy a particular frequency band, has resulted in 

limited but underutilized spectral resources [13]. This old-

fashioned spectrum allocation approach is not able to cope with 

an ever-increasing demand for new high-speed wireless 

communication applications.  

To underline the aforementioned spectrum allocation issue, 

the recent report about frequency allocation by the National 

Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA) is 

presented in Fig. 1. It can be observed that most of the licensed 

frequency has been allocated for several services [22] leading 

to difficulties in allocating frequency spectrum for new wireless 

applications, which continue to emerge due to the innovation in 

wireless communication technology [12]. On the other hand, 

PUs do not always use their licensed frequency. It is exactly 

where the aforementioned CR approach can play a role as a 

more innovative spectrum allocation approach is required to 

solve the current inefficient use of spectrum leading to an 

increased number of available spectra that can be allocated for 

new wireless applications. 

The concept of CR was initially proposed by Joseph Mitola 

III at the end of the 20th century [23]. In [2], CR is defined as 

a wireless communication system that possesses intelligence 

and awareness about the surrounding neighborhood, builds 

knowledge about its environment, and adapts itself to changes 

in the received signal by modifying its communication 

parameters in order to ensure very high reliability in 

communication process on one hand and improve efficiency in 

spectrum utilization on the other hand. Apart from the 

aforementioned properties possessed by CR, it is also 

mentioned in [2] that CR should also offer reconfigurability. 

In [3], CR is defined as an intelligent radio system that can 

interact with its environment and can alter its transmitter 

parameters based on its environment. Based on this definition, 

two main characteristics of CR can be summarized, i.e., 

cognitive capability and reconfigurability [3]. Cognitive 

capability is the capacity of CR to collect information from its 

environment leading to a complete knowledge of the current 

state of spectrum usage [3]. Reconfigurability refers to the 

possibility of dynamically programming CR based on changes 

in the surrounding environment, which also implies that the CR 

system is able to transmit and receive information at different 

frequencies [3]. 

In CR networks, an LU or PU possesses a license on a 

particular frequency spectrum, hence, they have a higher 

 

Fig. 1 United States frequency allocations [22]. 
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priority to use the corresponding frequency band. Only when 

this frequency band is not occupied by the PU (due to its 

inactivity), an SU can commence transmitting its signal in that 

band. It implies that the SU should able to gauge whether the 

PU is active or not at a particular time. In other words, the SU 

should have a CR capability. There are several functionalities 

that should exist in a CR network, which include spectrum 

sensing, spectrum management, spectrum mobility, and 

spectrum sharing [3]. It has been obvious from the previous 

section that spectrum sensing plays a vital role in a CR network 

[1] as it provides SU with the capability to determine the 

presence of PU in a licensed frequency. 

As indicated in the previous section, the main purpose of 

spectrum sensing in the CR network is to conclude the presence 

of PU at a particular frequency band. It helps the SU to decide 

whether it can transmit its signal at that band or not without 

interfering with the PU signals [24]. Applying spectrum sensing 

on a CR system is preferred because it requires a simpler 

infrastructure and can be easily accommodated in a wide range 

of applications [6]. In the CR system, spectrum sensing aims 

for identifying the characteristics of spectrum utilization not 

only in the perspective of the frequency domain but also in the 

perspective of the spatial and temporal domain [6]. If necessary, 

the spectrum sensing module can also be configured in order to 

determine the type of signals that is currently occupying a 

particular frequency band and their parameters e.g., bandwidth, 

carrier frequency, modulation technique, and type of waveform 

[1]. 

Fig. 2 gives an illustration of the CR system sensing the 

frequency spectrum to locate spectrum holes in the frequency 

domain. Spectrum holes correspond to frequency bands that are 

currently not being used by PUs or that are not allocated to any 

PUs. The existence of spectrum holes identified by the 

spectrum sensing process is identical to the absence of any PUs 

or other active users in the corresponding frequency band. In 

order to decide on the absence of PU (or, equivalently, the 

spectrum holes) in a particular frequency band, the spectrum 

sensing module needs to estimate the power of the signal 

measured in that band, the measured noise level, and the 

measured interference levels. Spectrum holes can be classified 

into two categories. The first one is the spatial hole which refers 

to a frequency band that is not allocated to any PUs. This 

implies that an SU is immediately allowed to occupy the spatial 

spectrum holes as long as they are not occupied by other SUs. 

Another type is the temporal spectrum hole which refers to a 

frequency band that is allocated to a PU but the PU is currently 

inactive in that band. When it exists, the temporal spectrum 

hole can be occupied by an SU [25]. However, the SU is 

required to continuously sense this temporal hole during its 

signal transmission in this spectrum hole to identify if the PU 

possessing this band is suddenly active. When this is the case, 

the SU must relinquish this spectrum hole and stop its signal 

transmission. Based on the number of SUs and the existence of 

cooperation in spectrum sensing among them, spectrum sensing 

can also be classified into noncooperative sensing and 

cooperative sensing. Examples of cooperative spectrum 

sensing can be found in [26]−[28]. 

III. GNU RADIO 

An open-source software tool called GNU Radio can be used 

to establish a software-defined radio. It consists of several 

blocks of signal processing library that can be combined to 

perform particular functions with a certain objective [16]. 

During the experiment, the implementation and design of a 

radio system using GNU Radio can minimize the cost 

especially due to its ability to operate with inexpensive radio 

frequency hardware by using software-defined radio. In 

addition, GNU Radio can also simulate radio systems without 

any hardware implementation [29]. Moreover, a new signal 

processing block having a specific function can easily be 

formed in GNU Radio. GNU Radio has been employed in many 

research in the field of wireless communication and radio 

systems conducted by industry, government, and academics.  

In the GNU Radio application, there are several data types 

that can be used, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Different colors in Fig. 

3 represent different data types. It should be noted that several 

blocks can only process input with a particular data type. As a 

result, in this research, additional blocks for data type 

conversion were employed in order to ensure that the type of 

the input was compatible with a particular signal processing 

block. The example is an Add block producing output with the 

data stream type. When this output is going to be processed as 

an input of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) block, it needs to 

be converted into a vector data type since the FFT block can 

only process input in this form. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

The energy detection method is widely adopted as a 

spectrum sensing method for CR applications thanks to its low 

complexity, which is mainly caused by the fact that this method 

does not require any previous information on PU. While energy 

detection can generally be used in both cooperative and 

noncooperative frameworks, [3] categorizes energy detection 

into noncooperative detection as this method can be used by a 

single CR system to decide the existence of PU without 

cooperating with other CR systems. Energy detection is 

considered an optimal detector when the receiver could detect 

PU without information on PU [3]. Energy detection can be 

considered semi-blind sensing because the energy-detection-

based spectrum sensing only requires the information of the 

power of the random noise. 

 

Fig. 2 Spectrum hole [3]. 
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Energy-detection-based spectrum sensing decides the 

presence of PU in a certain frequency band by comparing the 

energy of the received signal with the threshold. Energy-

detection-based spectrum sensing generally decides between 

two binary hypotheses as shown in the following equation. 

 𝑦(𝑡) = {
𝑤(𝑡),

  𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑤(𝑡),
      

𝐻0  
𝐻1   

  (1) 

where y(t) is the measured received signal, w(t) is the 

contribution of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and 

s(t) is the contribution from the signal transmitted by the PU. 

Both hypotheses represent the binary state of the received 

signal on a particular frequency band. H0 is the null hypothesis, 

which indicates that the PU is absent in a certain frequency 

band; meanwhile, H1 is the alternative hypothesis, which 

indicates that PU is present in that band. If y(t) is sampled, its 

digital representation y[n] can be written as follows.  

 𝑦[𝑛] = {
𝑤[𝑛],

𝑠[𝑛] + 𝑤[𝑛],
      

𝐻0  
𝐻1   

  (2) 

with n = 1, 2, 3, …, N, where N is the number of digital samples 

collected during the observation period and n indicates the 

sample index. In the energy detection method, the energy of the 

received signal during a sensing period is calculated to obtain 

the test statistic of energy. The decision on the existence of PU 

is then obtained by comparing the test statistic of the energy of 

the signal with threshold τ. The test statistic for energy 

detection is given by (3). 

 𝛬 = ∑ |𝑦[𝑛]|2𝑁

𝑛=1
 (3) 

where Λ is the test statistic of the received signal and |y[n]|2 is 

the squared magnitude of the sample y[n]. As the spectrum 

sensing process was conducted using a digital signal processor, 

the quantization process was applied during the sampling 

process, which might lead to quantization errors. In the energy 

detection method, the energy of the received signal y[n] is 

normalized in order to reduce the noise variance and minimize 

the quantization errors. The normalized test statistic Λ was then 

given by (4).  

 𝛬 =
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑦[𝑛]|2𝑁

𝑛=1
. (4) 

Instead of performing (4), it is also possible to first compute 

the periodogram as an estimate of the power spectral density 

(PSD) of the received signal, which can be written as in (4a) 

[30]. 

                     𝑃𝑦(𝑗𝜔) =
1

𝑁
|∑ 𝑦[𝑛]𝑒−𝑗𝜔𝑛𝑁

𝑛=1 |
2
         (4a) 

where Py(jω) represents the periodogram, which is computed 

by involving the application of discrete-time Fourier transform 

(DTFT) on the received digital samples y[n]. In practice, the 

periodogram was implemented by replacing the DTFT 

operation in (4a) with discrete Fourier transform (DFT) using 

the FFT algorithm. Fig. 4 illustrates the implementation of the 

energy detection method applied on the periodogram which is 

implemented using FFT. Here, the squared magnitude of the 

FFT at M adjacent frequency bins is averaged. The detection of 

PU based on periodogram-based energy detection is quite 

popular thanks to its low complexity and computational cost. In 

summary, in periodogram-based energy detection, the energy is 

measured at different frequency points.  

In this research, energy detection was also applied to the 

computed periodogram. However, the spectrum sensing 

method based on the periodogram-based energy detection that 

was implemented in this research did not follow the procedure 

illustrated in Fig. 4(a), but the procedure illustrated in Fig. 4(b). 

In summary, the result of the squared magnitude of the FFT at 

adjacent frequency points was not averaged. Instead, the 

squared magnitude at an individual frequency point was 

directly used as the test statistics to evaluate the existence of the 

PU at that frequency point. Λf is considered as the test statistic 

in Fig. 4(b), corresponding to the normalized squared 

magnitude of the periodogram measured at the frequency f.  A 

particular threshold τ was then applied to the test statistic Λf. If 

the test statistics Λf is higher than the threshold τ, it is concluded 

that a PU is present at frequency point f (the alternative 

hypothesis H1 is true). On the other hand, if the test statistic Λf 

is lower than the threshold τ, it is assumed that no PU exists at 

frequency point f and the null hypothesis H0 is correct. This is 

summarized as follows. 

 
𝛬𝑓 < 𝜏,   𝐻0

𝛬𝑓 > 𝜏,  𝐻1
 . (5) 

The performance of the energy-detection-based spectrum 

sensing method for CR is presented in terms of its ROC curve, 

which was computed by varying the value of the threshold. In 

 

Fig. 3 Types of data on GNU Radio. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4 Periodogram-based energy detection implemented as the spectrum 

sensing approach in, (a) previous research [12] and (b) this research. 
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general, the application of the binary hypothesis testing in (5) 

might result in one of the following events. 

• True positive, which is defined as the declaration that 

the PU is present when H1 is correct. It defines the value 

of the probability of detection (PD), which is P(H1|H1). 

• True negative, which is defined as the declaration that 

the PU is absent when H0 is true. It also defines the value 

of the PD, which is P(H0|H0). 

• False positive, which is defined as the declaration that 

the PU is present when H0 is correct. It defines the value 

of the probability of false alarm (PFA), which is 

P(H1|H0). 

• False negative, which is defined as the declaration that 

the PU is absent when H1 is true. It defines the value of 

the probability of missed detection (PM), which is 

P(H0|H1). 

A high value of PD is an indication of a good quality of 
sensing process, implying that the SUs has a very decent chance 
of correctly detecting the presence and absence of PUs. On the 
other hand, a high value of PFA and PM indicates poor quality 
of the spectrum sensing process. The false alarm event (which 
incorrectly decides that the PU is present while it is absent) 
prevents the SU from exploiting the existing spectrum hole 
leading to inefficient spectrum utilization. The miss detection 
event (which incorrectly decides that the PU is absent while it 
is present) leads to an interference between the PU and SU 
signals because the decision misleads the SU so that the SU is 
not aware of the presence of PU at the considered frequency 
band and transmits its signals in that band. It is obvious that the 
spectrum sensing process should result in a good detection 
performance which is indicated by a low value of PFA and PM 
and a high value of PD. This performance can be examined by 
evaluating the resulting ROC curve. 

In this research, GNU Radio was employed to simulate the 

energy-detection-based spectrum sensing approach illustrated 

in Fig. 4(a). The PU signal in simulation study was generated 

by filtering an AWGN, where the passband of the filter was 

configured to simulate the case where the PU occupied the 

frequency band corresponding to that passband. In this way, it 

was possible to simulate different PU signals occupying any 

frequency bands with different values of power. To evaluate the 

performance of the simulated spectrum sensing approach, two 

different frequency bands were examined to calculate PD and 

PFA. The energy detection method was applied to the 

frequency band occupied by PU to evaluate PD. On the other 

hand, PFA was evaluated by applying the energy detection on 

the frequency band where only noise was present. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO 

This section discusses the simulation of the energy-

detection-based spectrum sensing approach in Fig. 4(a) using 

GNU Radio. The scenario employed in the simulation process 

is also discussed. The simulation of energy-detection-based 

spectrum sensing in the GNU Radio consists of four main 

sections, which are illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 5. 

Every block or section performs a specific function, and they 

are explained in the following subsections.  

A. PU Signal Generation 

The first step in the simulation of energy-detection-based 

spectrum sensing in GNU Radio was the generation of the PU 

signals in the form of digital samples, which is illustrated in Fig. 

6. The PU signals played a role as one of the inputs for the 

energy-detection-based spectrum sensing block simulated in 

the GNU Radio. As illustrated in Fig. 6, two digital signals were 

generated for this simulation. Two Noise Source blocks that 

already existed in the GNU Radio platform were used to 

generate these signals. The first digital signal was the AWGN 

and the second was the PU signal. The AWGN could be 

generated by setting the parameter of the noise distribution in 

the Noise Source block to Gaussian. The PU signal was 

obtained by first generating another AWGN that was then 

passed into a digital filter with the passband of the filter was set 

to a particular frequency band. This particular frequency band 

was nothing but the band that was occupied by the PU in the 

simulation scenario. The term “white” in AWGN implies that 

the AWGN possesses uniform power across all the frequencies. 

The filtered AWGN thus would have power only at the 

frequencies corresponding to the passband of the filter. Once 

both the first AWGN signal and the PU signal were generated, 

the first AWGN signal was then added to the PU signal to 

simulate a PU signal that was corrupted by the AWGN.  This 

PU signal corrupted by the AWGN played a role as an input for 

the energy-detection-based spectrum sensing block simulated 

in the GNU Radio. 

B. PSD Estimation 

Variable y[n] in (4a) was assumed to represent the received 

PU signal corrupted by AWGN shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, 

the estimation of PSD of y[n] was conducted by first applying 

the FFT (using the FFT block in GNU Radio) on y[n]. The next 

step was to compute the squared magnitude of the result of the 

FFT process, representing the squared magnitude of the 

spectrum of y[n] at different frequencies. The test statistic at 

 

Fig. 5 Four main sections in the energy-detection-based spectrum sensing 
approach simulated in the GNU Radio. 

 

Fig. 6 The generation of PU signal corrupted by AWGN, which becomes the 

input of the simulated energy-detection-based spectrum sensing block. 

 

Fig. 7 Illustration of the PSD estimation that was simulated in GNU Radio. 
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different frequency points was then obtained by normalizing 

the squared magnitude of the spectrum by the number of digital 

samples N. This normalization was performed by using the Fast 

Multiply Constant block in the GNU Radio. Note that the PSD 

estimation that was simulated in the GNU Radio is nothing but 

the periodogram method. Fig. 7 presents the PSD estimation 

process simulated in the GNU Radio.  

C. Sensing Decision 

Sensing decision is the evaluation product of the test statistic, 

which is derived from the results of PSD estimate produced in 

the previous subsection (subsection B). By solving the binary 

hypothesis problem formulated in (5), the sensing decision was 

performed on individual frequency points to decide whether a 

PU existed at a particular frequency point or not. The block 

diagram illustrating the sensing decision process is shown in 

Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8, the null hypothesis H0 was selected 

whenever the test statistic was lower than the threshold, 

otherwise H1 was preferred. This process was applied to all the 

test statistics at different frequency points as indicated in (5).  

The output of the sensing decision is presented in QT GUI 

Vector Sink in the form of a plot of indication of (primary) user 

existence metric. When the value of the test statistic was greater 

than the threshold for a particular frequency point, the value of 

the indication of the user existence metric is set to 1. Otherwise, 

it is set to 0. The evaluation of the test statistics for different 

frequency points was performed multiple times for different 

realizations of PU signals and noise. By varying the threshold 

values, the PD and PFA could be calculated for each threshold 

value and the ROC curve could be computed.  

D. Spectrum Sensing Result 

The PD and PFA calculations are based on the events when 

the threshold value is exceeded by the value of the statistical 

tests. The detection events that contribute to the PD calculation 

were evaluated on the frequency bands assigned to the PUs 

(which were the passband of the digital filter applied to the 

AWGN noise to generate the PU signals). On the other hand, 

the false alarm events contributing to PFA computation were 

evaluated on frequency bands other than the ones assigned to 

the PUs. The total number of detection events and that of false 

alarm events at different frequency points were then divided by 

the number of experiments and the number of frequency points 

of interest leading to the PD and PFA, respectively.  

The results of sensing decisions and PD and PFA 

calculations were displayed with the Sink block in the GNU 

Radio. Fig. 9 illustrates the procedure for producing an ROC 

plot based on the results of PD and PFA calculations. The 

results of the sensing decisions can be observed with the QT 

GUI Vector Sink. The results of the PD and PFA calculations 

were then saved using the File Sink block in the form of a 

 

Fig. 8 Block diagram illustrating the sensing decision process. 

 

Fig. 9 PD and PFA calculation followed by the ROC presentation. 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Noise is displayed with QT GUI Frequency Sink. 

 

Fig. 11 The output of the PSD estimation of corrupted PU Signals displayed 

using the QT GUI Vector Sink. 
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binary file. In order to read this binary file and produce the ROC 

curve, MATLAB software was used by employing the fopen() 

syntax. The ROC curve (which was the plot of PD versus PFA 

for different thresholds) was then displayed using the 

MATLAB platform. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

VI. RESULTS 

This section evaluates the simulation of the energy-

detection-based spectrum sensing in the GNU Radio platform 

and discusses its detection performance for a particular scenario. 

The analysis of the detection performance for that scenario was 

conducted by considering the resulting ROC plot. 

As mentioned in Section V, two realizations of AWGN using 

the Noise Source block in the GNU Radio platform were 

generated first. The first realization was used to simulate the 

existence of the additive noise in the CR receiver. Fig. 10 

illustrates the representation of AWGN in the frequency 

domain displayed on GNU Radio using the QT GUI Frequency 

Sink. The AWGN was generated with the noise variance of 1 

mW according to the Gaussian distribution. As previously 

described, the AWGN contaminated the PU signals, which 

were produced by filtering another AWGN having a variance 

of 100 mW at frequency 2.5 GHz to 7.5 GHz. The addition of 

PU signals and AWGN is performed using Add block.  

Once the signal generation was completed, the PSD of the 

PU signal corrupted by noise was estimated using the 

periodogram approach and the result displayed using QT GUI 

Vector Sink is shown in Fig. 11. The PSD estimation gives an 

illustration of how the energy of the corrupted PU signals is 

spread across different frequency points. It is shown in Fig. 11, 

in which the PSD estimation correctly identifies the existence 

of PU at a frequency between 2.5 and 7.5 GHz (which is the 

simulated frequency band of the PU signals). Note that the 

sampling frequency was set to 20 GHz, thus the value of the 

PSD estimate at the frequency between 10 and 20 GHz was the 

mirror of the PSD estimate at the frequency between 0 and 10 

GHz. 

Fig. 12 indicates the sensing decision that declares the 

existence of users at different frequency points. The sensing 

decision process declared the existence of a user at a particular 

frequency point if the energy sensed at that frequency point was 

higher than the threshold. In this case, the indication of the user 

existence metric (see Fig. 12) was set to 1. The threshold value 

used to obtain the results in Fig. 12 was 10 dBm. The output of 

the sensing decision process was indicated by the user existence 

metric, which was set to 1 if the sensing process concluded the 

existence of PU at a particular frequency point and 0 otherwise. 

Fig. 12 shows that a better sensing decision is made when the 

SNR value is larger. For example, when the power of the PU at 

its active band was 100 mW and the noise variance was 1 mW, 

it is indicated in Fig. 12(a) that the spectrum sensing process 

only declares the existence of a PU signal at the actual 

frequency band of the PU. If the noise variance is increased to 

25 mW (the standard deviation is set to 5 mW0.5), it is shown in 

Fig. 12(b) that the spectrum sensing tool in SU starts to produce 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 12 The PU power at its frequency band set to 100 mW while the noise 

variance is set to (a) 1 mW, (b) 25 mW, and (c) 100 mW. 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 ROC curve of the energy detection process. 

TABLE I 

DETECTION PERFORMANCE SCENARIOS 

Scenario 
Relative PU’s Signal Power to Noise Power at 

the Frequency Band Occupied by a PU 

1 10 

2 5 

3 2 

4 1 
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an incorrect decision by declaring the existence of a user at 

some frequency points that actually contain only noise. It 

implies that false alarm events have occurred. The sensing 

decision process produced a poor result when the noise variance 

was increased to 100 mW (the standard deviation was set to 10 

mW0.5). In this case, the PU power in its frequency band was 

the same as the noise variance. This situation is illustrated in 

Fig. 12(c), where the sensing decision process declares the 

existence of PU almost at all frequency points leading to a very 

high false alarm rate.  

The calculation of PD and PFA was performed by the PD 

and PFA calculation block in the GNU radio, which was 

constructed from the Embedded Python block. The FFT size in 

the experiment was set to 1,024. The calculation results were 

saved using a File Sink block and then further processed to 

allow the production of the ROC curve. The ROC curve based 

on the PD and PFA calculation was plotted in MATLAB. Fig. 

13 illustrates the ROC curve for the energy detection process 

simulated in the GNU Radio. This ROC curve provides the 

values of PD that correspond to different values of PFA, which 

are produced by varying the threshold. Four experimental 

scenarios provided in Table I were conducted. It can be 

observed that the energy-detection-based spectrum sensing 

generally has a better performance for a higher SNR. As 

mentioned in Section IV, a higher PD and a lower PFA 

correspond to a better sensing decision. For instance, in 

Scenario 1 where the noise variance was set to 1 mW and the 

PU power at its frequency band was set to 100 mW, the 

performance of the energy detection was very good. In this 

scenario, the value of PD was higher and the value of PFA was 

lower than those in the other scenarios. On the other hand, the 

performance of the developed energy detection in Scenario 4 is 

poorer than that in other scenarios due to a very low SNR. From 

the aforementioned results, it can be concluded that the 

spectrum sensing decision based on energy detection has a high 

sensitivity to noise as the energy-detection-based spectrum 

sensing only compares the received energy at a particular 

frequency point to a threshold irrespective of other 

characteristics that might distinguish the transmitted signal 

from the noise. Moreover, knowledge about the noise variance 

is required to determine an appropriate threshold value. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the simulation of energy-detection-based 

spectrum sensing on the GNU Radio platform was performed. 

The PSD of the corrupted PU signal was calculated using the 

periodogram, which is one of the PSD estimation techniques. 

The periodogram block was implemented in GNU Radio by 

exploiting the Embedded Python block provided in the GNU 

Radio platform. Based on the result of the periodogram, the 

spectrum sensing process declares the existence of the PU by 

comparing the test statistic of energy and threshold. The PD and 

the PFA on GNU Radio were computed by exploiting the 

Embedded Python block to evaluate the quality of the sensing 

decision process. The performance of the energy detection 

method was examined by evaluating the resulting ROC curve 

of PD and PFA plotted based on the different thresholds.  The 

simulation was performed for different values of SNR. The 

results suggest that the energy detection has a better 

performance for a higher SNR, indicating the high sensitivity 

of this method to noise. It should be noted, however, that the 

energy detection requires information only about noise variance, 

and it does not require prior information about PU signals. 

Therefore, the complexity of the energy detection method is 

low.  
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